
• Poject title Age of stupid

• Programme Erasmus+ KA1 Youth Exchange 

• Topic Our project reflects one of our biggest problem: the huge increasing and the 
environmental degradation caused by the huge wastefulness. Essential that the 
youngsters can learn to appriciate and to love the nature, and they have to 
understand the environmental consequences of our lifestyle. If we see that there 
is something wrong, and yet, we don't do anything about it, then we can say we 
live in the age of stupit.We should get to the age of wisdom, when we know the 
real problem, we understand the solution and we are capable of acting. Our 
purpose to achive that the youngsters want to make a change, they take action, 
feel a real desire to take part in their environment, and its attitude. For this they 
have to discover with non-formal methods that the consequences of our lifestyle 
can lead to disasters. They have to learn to analyze realistically, that they can get
from the responsability of the states and the huge companies to a person's 
responsability in this field. Thus they can learn to take responsability (their own). 
They will understand what can they do personally, what can do a local 
government, and what can do a government. 

In this project we also will focus on the cultural diversity and the intercultural 
dialogue too, because here will meet 10 really different culture from the 
Caucasus to the Atlantic Ocean. This not serve only the youngsters' cultural 
learning, but also the recognition of the fact that the climate change, the 
environmental problems and the global threats have a strong effect on every 
culture, and we also have to find the solution with the help of cross-cultural 
cooperation.)

• Leader Sikó Sebastian 0036-30-9434440

• Partners Russia

Greece



Armenia

Georgia

Spain

Tunisia

Italy

Morocco

Portugalia

Hungary

• Dates scambio Ungheria age of stupid 12-23 august 2021. 
5 paesi

Arrival: 12.08.2022

Departure:23.08.2022

• Contact person Sikó Sebastian Jerzy 

szivarvanytorzs@gmail.com

0036-30-9434440

• Participants 5 participants + 1 leader per each country (in total 50 participants and 10 leaders)

Participants ages: 17-22  

Balanced number of girls and boys. (As much as possible)

Group leaders over 18, experienced youth workers.

• Travel Please choose the cheapest solutions!

Already we addad the informations about the maximum possible amounts which 
we can refund as travel costs.

Armenia: 360 euro

Portugalia: 360

Greece: 275

Italy: 275

Russia: 275

Tunisia: 275

Spain: 360



Morocco: 530

Georgia: 360

• Accommodation and 
food

Vereb, Hungary

Égi Íj Völgye (Valley of the Sky Bow)

A nomad camp: sleep in yurts, compost toilets we use, shower under 
the sky (of course behind walls separately girls and boys

Bring sleeping bags with you!

Lunch arrive from a restaurant, but breakfast and dinner prepared by us,
and also participants has to clean dishes! 

• Other Valid travel insurance / European Health Insurance Card and valid student 
identity cards are required. 

Young people in disadvantaged situation are welcome. Please let us know if 
there are any people with special needs in your group.

Swimming suits can be useful.

Clothes: it can be very hot, can be rain: try to prepare yourself for all case! (warm
clothes, raincoat, shorts, too)


